June 1, 2016 - Illinois State Treasurer Michael Frerichs today joined a group of state and local officials in arguing that corporate boards have been too slow to diversify their ranks and that institutional investors should increase their focus on board diversity as a corporate governance priority.

The joint statement emphasizes that racial and LGBT diversity as well as gender diversity are critical dimensions of effective board composition and performance.

“It is important our corporate boards reflect the diversity of our state,” said Treasurer Frerichs. “We are proud to say that our office is taking a proactive approach to stop the status quo and help ensure diversity is a priority in corporate governance.”

Statistics show that board diversification has been slow - or has even regressed. White directors hold 85 percent of the board seats at the largest 200 S&P 500 companies and the percentage of those boards with exclusively white directors has increased over the last decade.

Men occupy 80 percent of all S&P 500 board seats. It is also estimated that there are fewer than 10 openly lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender directors among Fortune 500 companies. The 14 co-signers, many of them longtime leaders on the issue of board diversity, are fiduciaries for pension funds responsible for the retirement security of six million participants and with more than $1 trillion in assets under management.

The elected officials will be reaching out to other pension fund leaders urging them to join the call for an increased focus on board diversity. The complete list of joint statement signers is below and a copy of the joint statement is attached.
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